
Little Village 
Neighborhood Network

LEAD AGENCY  
Latinos Progresando

COMMUNITY  
VISION  
Strengthening 
community conditions 
for education, access 
to health care and 
promoting peace to 
reduce the impact of 
violence.

UNITED WAY  
INVESTMENT 
CY21  $528,000 
CY20  $528,000 
CY19 $464,000 
FY18 $562,505*

*FY18 investment includes a  
6-month extension from  
July 1–December 31, 2018

Responding to 
Immediate  

Basic Needs  
of Little Village 

Residents

Rebuilding 
Neighborhood  

Systems Stronger and 
More Equitably  
in Little Village

BUILDING STRONGER COMMUNITIES:  
A DUAL APPROACH IN LITTLE VILLAGE

 Food
  Housing  

Assistance
  PPE Supplies
  COVID-19  

cash  
assistance

  Education
  Access  

to health care
  Safety

 Our Neighborhood 
Little Village, a vibrant Latinx neighborhood, wanted a more resilient community for its residents; 
however, resources were lacking in the northeast part of the neighborhood—Marshall Square. A coalition 
of agencies and community organizations, already working together to share resources and training, 
provided the ideal partnership for the Little Village Neighborhood Network. Led by lead agency Latinos 
Progresando, the Neighborhood Network works with United Way to coordinate services for their schools 
and families to create healthier living and to stem domestic violence and street crime.

Little Village was first settled by Germans and Czechs following the 1871 Chicago Fire. The industrial 
development of the 20th century continued the expansion of the neighborhood, attracting more 
residents. In the 1950s and 1960s many of the families moved to the Eastern European suburbs 
of Cicero and Berwyn where housing and employment opportunities for whites were expanding. At 
the same time, the expansion of the University of Illinois in Chicago (UIC) campus pushed Mexican 
families out of Pilsen and into Little Village. Today, the culturally rich Latinx community is home to the 
26th Street shopping district, one of the busiest and highest-grossing districts in Chicago, but decades 
of systemic disinvestment have led to a 67% low-income rate.



JOIN US!  Together, we can build neighborhoods like Little Village stronger and more equitably.  
Direct your United Way gift to “Neighborhood Networks” to be a part of this critical strategy.  
Learn more at LIVEUNITEDchicago.org/neighborhood-networks

  Neighborhood Current Day Snapshot 
TOTAL POPULATION 
72,157

EMPLOYMENT 
Unemployment Rate .........9%
Top 5 Employment Sectors
Manufacturing ................... 20%
Health Care ........................ 16%
Transportation ................... 15%
Accommodation  
& Food Service .................. 12%
Retail Trade ....................... 10%

EDUCATION 
Total Schools .................. 12
Students enrolled ............4,316
Student transfer rate ......18.7%
Percentage of  
homeless students .............. 8%
Adults with high school  
diploma........................ 55%
Adults with college  
degree ......................... 13%

DEMOGRAPHICS
Latinx ................................. 83%
Black ...............................12.3%
White ................................ 4.3%
Other ................................. 0.3%

INCOME 
Median Household  
Income ....................$34,705
Rate of  
home ownershi ...................36%
Poverty rate .........................28%
Extreme poverty rate ..........10%

  Neighborhood Network  
in Action 

The Little Village Neighborhood Network, now composed of 33 actively participating 
agencies, is committed to supporting the health and well-being of residents in Little 
Village and Marshall Square. 

  The Network is focused on developing community resilience through health and 
education initiatives. 

  The Marshall Square Resource Network (MSRN) in Little Village has organized their 
network of participating agencies around creating a peaceful community with a 
wellness-focused mindset. 

COALITION HIGHLIGHTS
Provided free Internet access to CPS 
students via Chicago Connected 

Created and staffed a COVID-19 resource 
center to provide Spanish language 
resources, testing and vaccines. 

Hosted a series of virtual events to discuss 
impact of COVID-19 in Latinx communities.

Member of the City of Chicago Racial 
Equity Rapid Response.

In 2019, MSRN gathered more 400+ 
community members, organizational 
representatives, and youth for the annual 
Peace March.

The MSRN Education Committee 
developed a new Social Emotional 
Learning 201 curriculum that incorporates 
elements of Horticultural Therapy.

Latinos Progresando, Network partners 
and the Consulate General of Mexico 
co-hosted an immigration forum for CPS 
after-school coordinators and assistant 
principals. 

Created new play spaces, including a 
playground and a pop-up Play Streets 
installation. 

LIVEUNITEDchicago.org/neighborhood-networks

